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Slow modes in local polymer dynamics
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Molecular dynamics simulations of united atom nonentangled linear polyethylene models were
utilized in order to systematically examine local orientational dynamics. In agreement with recent
experiments and theoretical predictions, slow relaxation processes associated with motions of length
scale of the order of chain dimensions are identified and analyzed with a method that allowed a
model-free determination of their relative contribution to local orientational relaxation. Factors of
intra- and intermolecular nature affecting their characteristics are discussed as well. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!52119-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer dynamics covers a broad range of time sca
associated with length scales extending from local~of the
order of a bond! to global chain dimensions. The well-know
Rouse model1 in its original or in generalized forms is com
monly employed to account for dynamics in the melt state
chain lengths below the entanglement regime. Although
was shown to successfully describe global chain motion
has been proved inadequate to account for shorter s
dynamics.2,3 In this length scale, the Gaussian assumpt
ceases to be valid while details on local structure start p
ing a significant role.4–6 Attempts for a more accurate de
scription of local dynamics incorporated the effects of lo
chain stiffness as shorter length scales were approache
the rotational states model7 the characteristic ratioC` be-
comes mode dependent, while in another approach~see Refs.
8 and 9! local stiffness is modeled in terms of bending ela
ticity. From the experimental point of view, recent investig
tions revealed composite local dynamic spectra best
scribed as the superposition of distinct relaxation proces
In Ref. 6, the model invoked for an improved description
neutron scattering data resulted in a two-mode relaxa
spectra for the dynamic structure factor in nonentangled
ear chains. In nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!
measurements,10 a satisfactory fit forT1 , T1r , and NOE
~Nuclear Overhauser Effect! data assumed a two-process r
laxation mechanism for the reorientation of the C–H vec
in linear nonentangled polyethylene melts. These additio
processes observed in local dynamics appear to reflect
tributions from longer length-scale~slower! motional mecha-
nisms. Comparison between molecular dynamics simulat
in nonentangled alkanes and calculations based on a
pling scheme of the generalized Rouse eigenmodes11 showed
that the slowest first-order mode is significant for the corr
tion of local relaxation times. Another approach~Ref. 12! is
based on the dynamically disordered Rouse model,13 where
correlation functions corresponding to local motions are
proximately described through the high order~i.e., shortest-
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wavelength! modes. It was found that low frequency contr
butions associated with terminal relaxation appeared in
local ~segmental! spectra.

In order to address the issue of the emergence and
relative contribution of slower relaxation processes in lo
orientational dynamics, we performed a series of compu
simulations of linear PE models. For a complete picture, t
study covered dynamics in a broad range of length sc
extending up to global chain dimensions.

II. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS METHOD

Molecular dynamics~MD! simulations of linear united
atom (CH2 groupings! polyethelene models were performe
for chain lengths below (N520) and close14 (N5100) to the
entanglement length. Comparison between different leng
aimed to elucidate intramolecular effects, while modific
tions of intermolecular origin were investigated through s
tematic density changes. Table I summarizes the charact
tics of the simulated systems. Starting configurations w
generated and equilibrated initially following the cooperati
motion Monte Carlo algorithm.15 Details on the simulation
parameters as well as the static and conformational pro
ties of these systems are discussed elsewhere.16 Subse-
quently, after an additional 4 ns equilibration in theNVT
ensemble atT5400 K ~well above the glass transition tem
peratureTg), trajectories of 18 ns were obtained from M
runs under theNVE ensemble. Configurations were store
every 1 ps.

Chain segment reorientational dynamics were inve
gated by means ofP2 ~second Legendre polynomial! auto-
correlation functions~ACFs! of the unit vectors in the direc
tions of the chordsck , connectingk successive bonds alon
the chain contour. According to this coarse-graining sche
c1 lies on the direction of a single bond, whilecN21 is on the
direction of the end-to-end vector of a chain ofN united
atoms.

For a model-independent approach on the analysis
dynamic spectra, the corresponding correlation functio
C(t), were described as a continuous distribution of expon
tial processes17 according to the expression
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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C~ t !5E
0

`

F@ ln~t!#e2t/td ln t, ~1!

where F@ ln(t)# symbolizes the normalized distribution o
relaxation times~DRTs!. Information regarding the existenc
of distinct relaxation processes and the dispersion of ex
nential decays describing each process is extracted from
number and the width of the peaks appearing in the DR
respectively. A characteristic time~CT! for the ith process

TABLE I. Characteristics of the simulated systems.a

Code Density~g/cm3! Number of chains Chain length

S1 0.29 50 20
S2 0.59 50 20
S3 0.70 50 20
L1 0.29 10 100
L2 0.59 10 100
L3 0.79b 10 100

aAll the systems were simulated using the Steele~Ref. 24! torsional poten-
tial.

bAccounts for bulk polyethylene density atT5400 K ~Ref. 25!.

FIG. 1. P2 autocorrelation function for unit chord vectors of systemsS2 ~a!
andL2 ~b!. ck vectors for highk values are not shown for clarity. The soli
lines through the points denote the fit resulted when utilizing Eq.~1!.
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appearing in the spectra can be calculated by the most p
able relaxation time, denoted by the location of the maxi
of the corresponding peak in the DRT.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents theP2 ACFs produced by following
the coarse-graining procedure described before for syst
of both lengths@Fig. 1~a! for S2 and Fig. 1~b! for L2] at the
same density ofr50.59 g/cm3. The longest chord corre
sponds to the end-to-end vector. As depicted in Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!, starting from thec1 ACF which describes the re
orientation of a single bond, the longer chords’ ACFs a
proach the end-to-end vector behavior in a rather continu

FIG. 2. DRTs for systems~a! S1 , ~b! S2 , and~c! S3 . c1 ~s!, c2 ~n! c3 ~L!,
c4 ~h!, c5 ~,!, c6 ~%!, c7 (*),e-e vector (�). DRTs for intermediate
vectorsck ~20.k.7! are not shown for clarity. The estimated error on ea
point does not exceed the symbol size.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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manner in terms of shape variation. Distributions of rela
ation times18 F@ ln(t)# of P2 ACFs for the short length sys
tems S1 , S2 , S3 are shown in Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!,
respectively. At the lowest density@Fig. 2~a!#, a single pro-
cess is observed. The peak location is shifted to longer ti
as the chord length increases toward the end-to-end ve
At the intermediate@Fig. 2~b!# and the higher@Fig. 2~c!#
density, a double-peaked distribution is clearly resolved.
constant density, the temporal separation between the
and the slow process~as can be visualized by the time di
ference of the two maxima! remains approximately constan
for all the chord vectors, while their peak locations prac
cally coincide with the characteristic times for the reorien
tion of the bond and the end-to-end vector, respectively.
splitting of the DRT is already apparent from the bond sp

FIG. 3. DRTs for systems~a! L1 , ~b! L2 , and ~c! L3 . c1 ~s!, c2 ~n!, c3

~L!, c4 ~h!, c5 ~,!, c6 ~%!, c7 (*), e-evector~�!. DRTs for intermediate
vectorsck (100.k.7) are not shown for clarity. The estimated error o
each point does not exceed the symbol size.
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tra of the denser system and thec2 of the intermediate den
sity @Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!#. Figure 3 illustrates the DRTs cor
responding to the ck vectors’ ACFs for systems
L1 , L2 , L3 . At the lowest density@Fig. 3~a!# the DRTs
describing reorientation of the short-length chords show
single but progressively broader peak which is shifted
longer times as the chord length increases. A long time
develops when increasing the chord index of the exami
vectors and a two-peaked end-to-end vector spectra is
served. The DRTs of the intermediate density@Fig. 3~b!# are
more complex. In this case, a three-peak structure is the
result of the modes’ evolution. A fast process on the tim
scale of the bond’s reorientation possess the smallest am
tude, an intermediate process of moderately higher am
tude, and a slow dominant process describing the lon
length-scale relaxation.

At the higher density system@Fig. 3~c!# the triple-peak
structure already appears from thec2 spectra and persists t
the longer chords. The relaxation distribution for the end-
end vector is not calculated since the correspondingP2 ACF
decorrelates only to a small extent in our time window. Ne
ertheless, based on the behavior of the shorter chords’ AC
it is expected that the DRT related to the end-to-end vec
would exhibit similar characteristics. The most promine
feature emerging from the longer systems’ spectra is the
pearance of the intermediate process occurring on the s
time scale for theL2 andL3 systems.

The dual character of the DRTs for the short chain s
tems far above theTg temperature indicates that reorientatio
on any length scale can actually be described by mean
contributions associated with two characteristic tim
scales—one for the reorientation of the bond~commonly
identified as the segmental time scale19–21! and one for the
end-to-end vector. However, for longer~but still unen-
tangled! chains, the proximity to the entanglement regim
seems to affect local dynamics. Recent NMR experimen10

in a melt PE sample of 153 carbon atoms revealed that
termediate time-scale dynamics between the fast~segmental!

FIG. 4. Relative amplitudes of the two processes for systemsS2 @slow ~j!,
fast~h!#, andS3 @slow ~m!, fast~n!#. Inset: Relative amplitudes of the thre
processes describing theL3 system@slow ~d!, intermediate~s!, fast ~%!#.
The estimated errors are of the size of the symbols. Lines connecting
points are guides to the eyes.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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and the very slow global chain motion are important
describing the C–H vector reorientation. This observation
consistent with the appearance of the intermediate pro
for the long chain/high density systemsL2 and L3 . Its ab-
sence from the shorter chain spectra and the fact that its
remains practically unaltered when two different densit
and various chord lengths are examined suggests that it
be related to a characteristic length/time scale in the p
entanglement regime.

A quantitative account of the evolution and the relati
contribution22 of the related processes in the DRT spectra
presented in Fig. 4. As evidenced by the dependence o
respective amplitudes when advancing from the bond tow
the end-to-end vector, an interchange of the relative con
bution between different processes takes place. Namely
amplitude of the slower process is systematically enhan
at the expense of the faster modes. The increase of dens
constant length promotes relaxation through the slower ch
nels. The amplitude of the slow process in systemS3 ~r
50.70 g/cm3! increases at a higher rate than in systemS2

~r50.59 g/cm3!. The behavior in the long chain systemL3

~the inset of Fig. 4! is similar to the short length models.
must be noted, though, that the ‘‘amplitude transfer’’ towa
the slower process is realized via both the fast and the in
mediate modes. A point that should be emphasized for
temsS2 andS3 is that for both densities the relative amp
tudes of the slow modes assume similar values from ve
c9 and onwards. This vector describes reorientation in
length scale of a statistical segment.23 In other words, the
relative amplitude of the slow mode becomes insensitive
density for longer length scales. To further elaborate on
concept, Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the amplitudes of
slowest modes in systemsL3 , S3 when the length scale i
mapped in terms of the segment~instead of the chord! index.

Figure 5 illustrates that the previously observed behav
is valid for both chain lengths. In addition, it is apparent th
there can be no single power law dependence of the am
tude on the segment index which describes both length-s
regimes below and above a statistical segment.

In summary, it was found that the appearance of lo
length-scale modes in local reorientational spectra is a c

FIG. 5. Relative amplitudes for the slowest modes in systemsL3 ~s! andS3

~,!. The vertical dotted line denotes the length of one statistical segm
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bined effect of inter-~density comparisons! and intra-~chain
length comparisons! molecular origin. At high densities the
slowest process contributes appreciably in the loss of or
tation at length scales down to the scale of a bond. Its C
of the order of the time scale for global chain reorientatio
The corresponding amplitude shows the most significant
crease when advancing from a single bond toward vec
describing reorientation in lengths below the statistical s
ment. Its behavior for longer length scales becomes virtu
independent of density and chain length. The intermed
process in the local reorientational spectra solely for the lo
chain models emphasizes the different configuration
topological characteristics between the short and long ch
systems.

Although the above-mentioned description refers
polyethylene models, it is expected to form a common ba
for reorientational dynamics of linear chains with simil
flexibility.
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